You do have to do both in-text and works cited. The in-text reference is comprised of \textit{(Author Last Name page #)} at the end of any section wherein you have directly quoted, summarized, or paraphrased. \textbf{If there’s no author:} list the first word from the full citation in the parenthetical citation.

\textbf{General Formatting Info:} MLA style dictates that the entire document, including works cited list, be double spaced with 1 inch margins. For each citation, each line after the first must be indented \(\frac{1}{2}\) inch – this is called a “hanging indent.”

MLA style additionally demands writers include “Web” or “Print” designations as part of their Work’s Cited listing to alert readers to the \textit{method} the item was accessed.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{“Method” for electronically accessed books and articles:}\n\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Database Name. Web. Day Mo. Year.}\n\textbf{Note:} the URL is unnecessary unless otherwise indicated by your professor.
\end{itemize}
\item \textit{“Method” for web pages and blogs:}\n\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Web. Day Mo. Year.}\n\end{itemize}
\item \textit{“Method” for physically accessed items:}\n\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Print.}\n\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Works Cited List Examples:}
\textbf{General Info:} for Periodical listings ONLY: page numbers require no designation beyond the number. That means 17 – 26 is all you need – no p., pp, pag., or anything else. If the item does not have page numbers the \textit{n. pag} designation must be in the work’s cited listing.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Periodical Articles}\n\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Newspaper}\n\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\item \textit{Magazine} – if day, month and year are all available include all. If only month and year, then just those.\n\begin{itemize}
\item Author Last Name, First. “Title of Article.” \textit{Title of Magazine}. Mo. Year: page – page. Method.
\end{itemize}
\item \textit{Journal}\n\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Books
Author Last Name, First. Book Title. Publication City: Company, Year. Method.

Encyclopedia or other Reference Source Article
Author Last Name, First IF AVAILABLE – if not, start with “Title of Article.” Title of Encyclopedia. Ed. editor’s First Name Last Name. # ed. Vol.#. Publishing City: Company, Year. Method.

To clarify:

Anthology – that’s like your 1102 Lit book: a number of works published together
Specific Item’s Author Last Name, First. “Item Title.” Book Title. Ed. Editor First Name Last Name. Publication City: Company, Year. page – page. Method.

Web page
Author if available Last Name, First Name. “Name of Page.” Name of Organization OR Name of Site. Date page was updated – or, n.d. if no date is available. Method.

Blog Post

Interview
You did:
Subject Last Name, First. Personal Interview. Day Mo. Year. Note: “Method” not applicable.

Someone else did:
Subject Last Name, First. Interview by First Name Last. Then: cite source as appropriate whether it be book, periodical, or web. If Television Broadcast: Show. Network. Affiliate, City. Day Mo. Year. Television.

To clarify:

Film
Title. Dir. Director’s First Last Name. Perf. Top 3 Actor’s First Last Names, commas between, Studio. Year. Film.

To clarify: